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Abstract -The data is not only stored in the cloud but also exchanged through many users in cloud data 

services. Unfortunately, because of the presence of internalor external failures and mistakes, the  

credibilityof cloud data is subject to skepticism. To effectively audit the credibility of user data without 

extracting all data from cloud server by the data owners and public verifiers, numerous mechanisms have 

been designed.Public monitoring on the privacy of data shared would eventually expose sensitive 

information through the existing processes. The  computer applications and databases are transferred to the 

vast centralized data centers in cloud where data and resources management cannot be completely assured. 

This paper explores the issue of maintaining data storage privacy in Cloud. In general,the role of enabling 

the re-encryption of threshold proxy to verify the integrity of dynamic data in cloud on behalf of the cloud 

client  is considered. Although previous work on assuring credibility of remote data still lacks support for 

either public audit capability or dynamic data operations, this paper improves both. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud protection is about securing online encrypted information from hacking, loss and removal. 

Firewalls, penetration testing, formal verification, virtual private networks (VPN) and the avoidance of 

public internet connections are methods of providing cloud protection. Significant risks to cloud security 

include privacy violations, data loss, trying to hijack accounts, hijacking of network services, insecure inter-

application interfaces, poor choice of cloud storage services and shared infrastructure that would threaten 

cloud privacy. Another challenge to cloud security is Distributed service denial (DDoS) attacks. 

 

Data integrity is maintaining and assurance of the precision and stability of informationthrough out 

its entire life cycle, which is a fundamental aspect of preparing, implementing, and using any system that 

processes, stores, or retrieves information. The word is vast in nature and can have distinctly different 

definitions depending on the specific context–substantially under a common general detailed framework of 

computing.Cryptographic splitting, otherwise called as cryptographic bit splitting or cryptographic data 

splitting, is a method for providing security for data over a computer network. The strategy includes 

encrypting information, splitting the scrambled information into smaller information units, distributing those 

smaller units to various storage areas, and afterward further encoding the information at its new location. 

With this procedure, the information is protected from security breaks, in light of the fact that regardless of 
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whether an intruder can recover and decode one information unit, the data would be pointless except if it 

can be joined with unscrambled information units from different areas. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Toguaranty the accuracy to users information in the cloud we proposed a scalable and advanced  

distribution scheme with appropriate  dynamic support of data . In preparation for the distribution of files, 

we use erasure correcting code to include layoffs and ensure data consistency. Communication and storage  

overhead  is  significantly reduced when compared to the standard replication-based file distribution 

techniques by this construction.Our scheme achieves both storage consistency insurance and data error 

localization by utilizing the homomorphism token with distributed validation of erasure-coded data.To 

permit not only the data manager, but also the public verifier to perform integrity checks effectively without 

downloading all data from the cloud, which is called as public auditing. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Cong Zuo, et al[1] fine grained two factor safeguarding problems for sharing of data in cloud warehouse. 

Sharing of data in cloud warehouse receives considerable attention in the field of information technology. 

Cryptographic techniques are usually used to guard the secrecy of sensitive information which is shared. 

However, the protection of information remains a major challenge for data storage in the cloud.In 

association with them, the elemental challenge is the way to safeguard and revoke the cryptographic key. In 

order to address this, we have proposed a Cloud Replacement Data Protection Mechanism, which holds the 

subsequent properties. The cryptographic key is secured by two factors. Cryptographic keys are often re-

encrypted efficiently by combining alternate re-encryption and key partition techniques.  

The information is safeguarded in a fine-grained way by adopting an attribute-based encryption 

technique. Further, the safety analysis and performance assessment show that our proposal is both secure 

and efficient. 

 Zhen Liu et al [2] 2013 white-subject traceable cipher text insurance feature based  encryption assisting 

any monotone  to get proper  entry to systems,In a cipher text-coverage characteristic-based  encoding (CP-

ABE) tool, decoding keys are defined over characteristics which are shared with the beneficial multiple 

clients resource.In this paper we recommend an ultra-modern T-CP-ABE device which permits tips 

rendered in any monotone  to get right to get proper  entry to systems. Further, the proposed tool is as 

inexperienced and comfy as  the excellent (non-detectable) CP-ABE systems currently available. That is to 

say,this work offers detectability to a contemporary-day emphatic, efficient and cozy CP-ABE system 

without delicating its protection or placing any specific exchange-off on its normal regular current common 

ordinary overall performance. 

 YuJui Chang, et al [3] multi user explorable encoding scheme with same range of size keys, 2017.Cloud 

storage has been extensively located in recent times.Considering approximately the records leakage 

problem, people encoded the statistics earlier before importing the statistics to cloud server.But, because of 
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the lack of statistics uniqueness, it is difficult to look at the encrypted facts right now.To treat this trouble, 

an explorable encoding scheme has been designed to explore around the facts saved at the Cloud server in 

cipher text vicinity.To modify  theexplorable encoding system usability, we advocate a system with same 

size keys to lower the respective storage requirement. In addition, a prototype  primarily depending on the 

proposed system has been designed to confirm the feasibility of our work of art. 

 Jinguang Han et al [4] improving privacy and safety in decentralized cipher-textual content coverage 

feature based device, 2014.In this paper, a secrecy-maintaining decentralized CP-ABE (PPDCPABE) is 

proposed to diminish the assurance on the vital authority and defend clients secrecy.  Moreover, a consumer 

can get  mystery keys from multiple authorities. 

Jiguo Li et al [5]. Whole provability for transferred description in feature based absolutely true 

encoding, 2017. In this paper, we suggest an ABE system with provable transferred decoding (referred to as 

entire verifiability for outsourced decryption), that would simultaneously take a look at the accuracy for 

encrypted text for the crook clients and disapproved customers. The proposed ABE system with provable 

outsourced decoding is proved to be selective CPA-secure in the traditional model. 

 

Jiguo Li et al[6] flexible and asset-based fine-grained data management in cloud. To ensure 

protection and achieve efficient fine grained file authentication, Attribute based encryption has been 

introduced and is used in storage of cloud. To minimize processing costs, we streamline high processing 

loads to cloud service providers without disclosing content of file and hidden keys. Particularly, our system 

is capable of withstanding conspiracy attacks by restricted users operating withusers.Under the separable 

computation Diffie-Hellman (DCDh),We prove that our scheme is stable. The effect of our experiment 

indicates that computational costs are relatively low for regional devices and can be stable. 

 

Q.Wang et al[7]enabling external audibility and information complexity for storage in cloud 

,2011.This particular model brings  massive security problems that are not well known. This research 

examines the issue of ensuring the integrity of data storage in cloud computing. 

In general, we consider the role of requiring the validity of the sensitive data processed in the cloud to be 

checked by a private party auditor on request of the cloud client.  We first define the problems and possible 

security issues of direct enhancements with completely dynamic data changes from previous research and 

then demonstrate how to create an innovative authentication scheme for smooth  

incorporation of these two influential features into our protocol architecture. In general, by exploiting the 

classic Merkle Hash Tree architecture for block tag authenticationwe are enhancing the current proof of 

storage models to achieve efficient data dynamics. 

 

Huaxin Li et al[8] Location sharing privacy leakage in mobile social networking sites: attacks and 

security, 2016. Through this study, we take an initial step to measure location privacy leakage from MSNs 

by comparing the mutual positions of the users with their traces of real mobility. The results of the 

experiments show that the attacker can accurately determine demographic attributes about users with certain 
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specific locations which are shared. We propose Smart Mask, a context-based system-level privacy security 

solution to resist these attacks, which is designed to automatically learn security preferences of users in 

various contexts and provide consistent privacy control for MSN users. 

 

Jiguo Li et al[9] KSF-OABE: outsourced cloud data attribute-based encoding, 2016. Cloud 

computing is becoming increasingly prevalent with data managers to streamline their information to cloud 

providers while enabling desired data users to access these cloud-saved data. This kind of computation 

model presents risks to the privacy and security of cloud-based data. Attribute-based encryption is used to 

develop a fine-grained authentication system that offers a nice approach  for resolving  cloud security issues. 

The implemented KSF-OABE scheme is 

proven  safe towards selected plain text (CPA) attacks. CSP executes partial  data user, delegated decoding 

functions. In addition,the CSP will check for encoded keywordswithoutunderstanding anything about the 

keywords enclosed in the storage. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Verification of the correct records garage in the cloud want to be finished without specific expertise of 

the complete data.thinking about several sorts of information for every person saved in the cloud and the 

choice  of long term non-forestall guarantee in their records safety, the hassle of validatingaccuracy of the 

information garage inside the cloud turns into even more hard. 

● To begin with, standard cryptographic primitives for  data protection purposes  cannot be followed 

without delay due to the lack of customer information management under Cloud Computing. 

● Consequently, verification of accurate facts storage within the cloud must be accomplished without 

particular data of the entire information. 

● Thinking about several types of information for anyone saved in the cloud and the choice  of long lasting  

guarantee of their facts protection, the issue of validatingaccuracy of records storage in the cloud turns 

into even more hard. 

● Secondly, Cloud Computing isn't always genuinely a private party information warehouse. The 

information reposited in the cloud may be regularly up to date through the customers. 

 

IV. TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTED 

 

1. Secure Erasure Code Technique  

Given an authentic data record, initially erasure code divides it into fragments of the same size after 

which encodes them into fragments. Any fragments taken out of the encoded ones may be used to 

reconstruct the unique data document. In the meantime, it's far impossible to attain any information about 

any fragment of the original facts from much less than fragments. Consequently, secure erasure code 

supports -resistance and ensures high safety. There are 5 steps in the technique they are, 

Step 1: Provided a m block signal,retrieve to n 
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Step 2: Suboptimal: Reconstruct signal using (1+e) 

Step 3: Storing data in cloud storage system 

Step 4: General encryption schemes protect data 

Step 5: Parity check 

While file owner uploads the file it will be split into 3 separate files as per the number of lines and contents. 

The split data are encrypted for protection process and been saved in multiple server.  

 

 

2. Data Integrity Checksum Algorithm  

Data integrity is maintaining and assurance oftheprecision and stability of records throughout its 

entire life-cycle, Data integrity is the alternative of data corruption, that's a shape of data loss. A checksum 

or hash sum is a small-size datum from a block of virtual records for the motive of detecting mistakes which 

may additionally were introduced all through its transmission or storage. It is normally carried out to an 

installation record after it is received from the down load server. By themselves checksums are often used to 

verify statistics integrity, but should not be relied upon to also affirm facts authenticity. While user gets the 

file after searching with exact key if he tries to edit the file the source file weightage is checked with the 

edited file weightage and it will be noted as proxy since the file weightage will be changed as they edited it 

and notified to the user. 
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V.SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

Figure 5.1  System Architecture Design. 

 

In user registration the user has to register by entering all the  details like name, email id, mobile 

number. Then the user has to login with the email id. In key validation it will check whether the user has 

login with registered details or not. User profile interface is divided into two file upload ,file search and 

download. In file upload the uploaded file is split into sub blocks and the split files are encrypted and stored 

in Multi cloud server. In file search and download if we want to download the file then the OTP is generated 

to the person who uploaded the file. Then OTP validation is done. Then the files are decrypted and the split 

files are merged. Then the file is downloaded. 

 

The modules of the system design are, 

 

A. User Plug in 

B. Uploading File 

C. Secret Key Formation 

D. File analyzing 

E. File loading process 

F. Alert Mail 
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A.USER PLUG-IN: 

We have a user friendly GUI at our Secure System to communicate with our network. Each Act 

plays a dual role as the proprietor of information and the user of data. We are the owner of that file when 

uploading files if we scan for other files then they are users. For that we have new sites, users can build the 

account by themselves. We have an authentication application; we permit only approved users to access the 

system.In this system we provide the straight forward looking of files.Users need not recall the names of  

files which are uploaded.Keywords are given for that when a  file is uploaded in which searching of the file 

makes easier. 

 

 B.UPLOADING FILE 

Firstly the user must login by entering the user's login credentials. Then we have to enter the mail 

id's of the persons  with whom we want to share and have to give a  keyword for the file and select the file 

in which user wants to upload. The purpose of keyword is, the user may sometimes forget the filename, so 

using the keyword the user can get the filename. Once the file is uploaded, it is split into three small blocks 

and gets encrypted and is stored in the database. 

 

C.SECRET KEY FORMATION 

Firstly when uploading the file, the keyword will be created . For each file uploaded, the keyword 

will be special. This key is used for identifying each file.The hidden key we use is a four digit number.  For 

downloading the file,we have to use the hiddenkey.If the user wishes to access any file and gives the request 

for access,the hidden key of that file will be sent to the  file owner . 

 

D.FILE ANALYZING  

Auditing is the method of verifying whether the file's actual content has been modified. This module 

offers auditing by the owner of the file, we accomplish this by creating tokens. The tokens are created with 

the character ASCII values in the file, and these characters are stored in the Database while the file is 

uploaded. If the file is modified and saved by a mutual user a new token will be created and stored in the 

Database again. If the actual token and the current token are not similar then the owner of the file will 

receive a warning. Edited content files are analyzed based on the checksum data integrity algorithms.  

 

 

E.FILE LOADING PROCESS 

When the user wants to download the file, a secret key is sent to the person who uploaded the file in 

which that secret key has to be shared by that person to the user. When the user enters the secret key all the 

split files are decrypted and the decrypted files are  merged and then the user can download the file. 

 

 

F.ALERT MAIL:  
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Email notifications are automatic emails which are created and sent to designated recipients. The 

user initially gets the secret key to the respective email id in the process of uploading and downloading, and 

then applies the secret key to encoded data to send data to the server and decodes using the secret key to 

access the corresponding data file in server storage device. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

FILE UPLOAD 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1 File Upload 

 

In the file upload process the user can share the file. If the user want to share the file , click on YES  

and enter the email-id of the person with whom the user want to share otherwise click on NO. Then the user 

has to give a keyword and select the file to upload and click on submit. Then the file is uploaded 

successfully. 

 

 

OWNER NOTIFICATION 

 

 

In the visitors page we can  not only see the filename, accessed  person but  also we can see whether 

the file is viewed, edited or downloaded and also the time in which the user visited the file. 
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Figure 6.2 Visitors of uploaded file 

 

If the accessed person make changes in  the file we can view the file. If we approve the file by clicking on 

approve button then the changes are made permanently. 

VII.CONCLUSION 

 

 

In Cloud Computing we introduced a confidentiality maintaining public auditing system for protection of 

data stored in cloud.Homomorphism linear authenticator and random shielding are used in this framework 

to assure that the Third Party Auditor would not have any knowledge about the content of data stored in the 

cloud server during the efficient evaluation process by alleviating the concerns of users for their outsourced 

leakage of information. 
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